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Target™ White Sale – Social Media Campaign 

 

Part One: Research and Profiling 

Target™ White Sale Audience Profile: 

Audience type: Women, 25-49, married or single, middle-class, with disposable income. 

Audience awareness: Target™ (Target) is a national brand that has a strong marketing presence 
and brand recognition.  Tenet’s CoreBrand Index lists Target in the “Top 100 Most Powerful 
Brands” ranking it 45th in 2016.1  This high brand awareness and positive brand perception is a 
powerful asset.  As a retailer focused on discount and value, Target attracts a clientele with “high 
incomes and interest in spending on designer products and high-quality goods.” 2  Most women 
in the US would likely be very familiar with both the Target brand and their products. 

Goals, needs & motivations: The motivation of the Target’s audience is associated with style, 
value, and designer brands.  As fashions change frequently, Target has kept on the forefront, 
with highly colorful, ubiquitous, targeted, and playful ad campaigns across all media platforms 
that constantly show customers new items and styles.  The brand’s advertising drives demand 
among their customer base.  These women are highly fashion and style conscious and are 
persuaded by finds on social media and Pinterest, as well as home decorating shows on HGTV to 
keep an idea of what kind of fashionable décor is available for their homes. 

Challenges and frustrations: Getting that “perfect look” not just in personal fashion, but in their 
home, especially in their bathroom, which is one of the most highly customizable and personable 
spaces in a home.  It is also frequently seen by guests, and maintaining a clean fresh look in a 
bathroom, or knowing what the trends are in accessories and beauty products goes a long way.  
However, knowing what looks are in style is difficult unless a consumer regularly searches out 
new styles.  They have a good amount of disposable income, but would prefer to not have to 
spend a fortune updating their bathroom regularly. 

Media Usage & Preferences: This audience is very active on social media, especially Facebook, 
Pinterest, and Instagram.  When searching for bathroom décor, they would likely search for 
“bathroom ideas” “bathroom theme” or perhaps “decorating bathrooms” to get ideas, videos and 
images to show them what is possible.  A picture or video of cute or fashionable bathrooms or 
accessories, a pin on Pinterest, or a friend posting on Instagram would likely be one of the most 
influential ways to present potential new fashions to this audience. Blog posts, Pinterest pages, or 
Facebook posts with tips for decorating bathrooms would likely be attractive to this audience. 

                                                        
1 (Tenet Partners, 2016) 
2 (Investopedia, 2015) 
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Target™ Campaign Tone: 

The tone of this campaign is attractive, simple, minimalist, understated, and classy.  The imagery 
will reflect high quality products presented using images and video, along with short hashtagged 
(#) words and descriptors that piggybacks on the existing #TARGETSTYLE campaign, although 
it will be re-formatted as #TargetSTYLE for ease of readability.  The video will be used for 
Facebook advertising purposes, to attract more views and clickthroughs, and images will be used 
for Twitter and Instagram. 

 
Competitor Products: 

Although Walmart is the largest competitor for Target, the demographic audiences are very 
different between the two.  A regional competitor that attracts a similar clientele is Fred Meyer.  
Fred Meyer is part of a larger national chain, Kroger, that operates mainly grocery stores such as 
QFC, Vons, Smith’s and many others.  When comparing websites, there is an immediate 
difference between Target and Fred Meyer.   
Target operates a full e-commerce website stocked with items available both online only or in-
store items as well.  Fred Meyer’s website, fredmeyer.com, has minimal e-commerce 
functionality, and is designed mainly to drive customers into their stores with discounts, ad 
circulars, and coupons. 
Fred Meyer’s social media presence is also different from Target.  Scanning Fred Meyer’s 
Facebook page, most posts are about specific national brands related to their Free Friday coupon 
downloads, or simple recipe ideas, and posts about community organizations they partner with.  
The posts are simple, and they have just over 210,000 “likes,” compared to Target’s 23.6 million 
“likes.” Interestingly, though they are a large regional retailer, they list their location on their 
official Facebook pages as a “Grocery Store in Portland, Oregon.”3 
 
Most Facebook posts to Fred Meyer’s account receive few, if any, comments.  Most user posts 
on their page are user experience stories or customer complaints.  When doing a comparison 
between Fred Meyer’s Facebook and Twitter accounts, the content appears to be mirrored from 
its Facebook account. 
 
There is very little branded content on Fred Meyer’s social media accounts, with few posts 
having any Fred Meyer logos.  Most images are relevant to the posts, but if you removed the 
name of the company from the site, most users would have no idea what Facebook page they 
were visiting. 
 
Compared to Target, Fred Meyer’s web presence can be described as minimal, as if they are just 
going through the motions.  Their stores are comparable to Target, even carrying larger 
selections and specialty items, but their social media and website presence could be greatly 
improved. 
 
 

                                                        
3 https://www.facebook.com/fredmeyer/ 
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Part Two: Campaign Message Development 

Campaign theme ideas: I was initially thinking about a simple, chunky, punctuated, hashtag 
style campaign, and after visiting the Target.com website, I decided to incorporate one element 
of their current advertising campaign - #TARGETSTYLE.  I also wanted to incorporate some 
type of sale for the campaign, and I thought, why reinvent the wheel?  White sales are usually 
associated with bed and bath items, so I thought I would incorporate that as well, with an “up to 
50% off” concept to drive demand. 
 
Key words  

• #WhiteSALE 
• #TargetSTYLE 
• Classy 

• Pampered 
• Self 
• Bath 

• Style 
• Savings 
• Beyond 

Phrases 
• Up to 50% off 
• Redecorate for less 
• Stylish savings 
• Pamper yourself 
• You deserve it 

 
Product features and benefits 

Target has an eclectic mix of bath items, with something for every taste.  There are funky shower 
curtains for dorm rooms, elegant Egyptian cotton towels, playful and whimsical accessories, wall 
hangings, waste baskets, and thematic and coordinated pieces to easily create a bathroom setting. 
 
Campaign 5W’s (inverted pyramid) 
Who: The target audience for this advertising campaign is women, ages 25-49, who have 
disposable income, and have a great sense of style and fashion, and who would like to update 
their bathroom to that beautiful room they saw on Pinterest, Instagram, or Facebook. 

What: Target has an eclectic mix of bath items, with something for every taste.  From funky 
shower curtains and elegant Egyptian cotton towels, to whimsical accessories and wall hangings, 
you can create your own style at Target’s #WhiteSALE.  With stylish savings of up to 50% off, 
you can redecorate and pamper yourself for less. 

Where: Items can be purchased in-store or online, and have it delivered right to your front door. 

When: The #WhiteSALE only happens once a year, so don’t delay!  

Why: Target carries only the finest name-brand and store brand products from classy to sassy that 
will make your bathroom fresh and new again. 

How: Go online or visit your nearest Target store to take advantage of these incredible savings. 

 
Call to action: What’s your style? #TargetSTYLE. 
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Part Three: Content Creation 
 

Facebook Post: 
Product focus: bath accessories: sponges, soaps, lotions, makeup, facial wash, brushes, etc. 
 
Status: The #WhiteSALE is going on now! Redecorate your bathroom and save up to 50%.  

From classy to fun, find out the exciting #TargetSTYLE that fits your style.  After all, 
you deserve it. 

 
Video: Collage of three images, using the Ken Burns effect, with overlaid text and Target logos. 

Total runtime: 0:14, looping.  Uses fast, eye-catching, concentric circles transitions that 
invoke the Target logo. The text transitions in at various timings.  There is currently no 
sound, but could be added if client prefers.  Screen capture storyboard is posted below.  
(The video has been attached to the Blackboard page in a Quicktime .mov file format.)  

 

 
Call to action:  What’s your style? #TargetSTYLE. 
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Twitter Post: 

Product focus:  Bath accessories: lotion, hand wash, facial scrub, brushes 

Post: Savings, meet style.  Up to 50% all bath supplies. What’s your style? #TargetSTYLE. 

Image:   

 

Instagram Post: 

Product focus: Bath Salts, Sponges, Accessories.  

Post: Proper pampering.  Stylish Savings.  What’s your style? #TargetSTYLE. 

Image:   
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Blog Post 

Product focus: All bath items – a fresh new look for your bathroom. 

Title:  Target’s #WhiteSALE brings stylish savings. 

Post: 

When was the last time you looked around your bathroom with awe?  Have you caught yourself 
wishing your bathroom was as cute as the one you just saw on Pinterest?  You thought to 
yourself, “that must be expensive,” right?  Wrong.  You don’t have to break the bank to freshen 
up the look of your bathroom.  You can redecorate for less. 

Target has an eclectic mix of bath items, with something for every taste.  From funky shower 
curtains and elegant Egyptian cotton towels, to whimsical accessories and wall hangings, Target 
has you covered.  Pamper yourself today and get stylish savings at Target’s #WhiteSALE.  All 
bathroom items are on sale up to 50% off.  Those savings add up to more than a few lattés.  Save 
serious cash while brightening and enlightening with thematic settings and coordinated pieces to 
easily create your dream bathroom setting.   

Get rid of that old toothbrush holder, upgrade that soap dispenser, and then kick back and soak it 
all in with relaxing and effervescent bath salts.  After all, you work hard, and you deserve it. 

Stop in and find the bathroom accessories and necessities to go beyond the drab and dreary, and 
brighten it up, spice it up, and make it an exciting new space in your house.  But don’t delay, 
these savings are too good to last very long. 
After all, what’s your style? #TargetSTYLE. 

Image:   

 

Call to action:  What’s your style? #TargetSTYLE. 
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